`nw zay dkld inei sc
It is permissible to move a dvwen xac out of the way indirectly
(cvd on lehlh) if one needs a permissible item, for example,
straw--which since it is usually used as fuel for a fire is
dvwen--that is on a bed may be moved by one’s body (but not by
hand). However, if there was a pillow or cover on the mattress
before zay started, thereby showing the bed was intended to be
used on zay, the straw may be moved by hand.
A person may remove clothing from a press on zay, but a
professional launderer may not, as a professional will close the
press very tightly, and when they open the press it is similar to
dxizq.
One may crush pepper with the handle of a knife onto a plate
(but not a crushing board) as since it is done in an unusual way,
it is permissible. Therefore when mushing fruit for a child such
as a banana, one should use the handle of the utensil.
One who was in the river on zay should dry the water off
himself before he comes out of the water, lest he carry the water
on his body four zen`. A person caught in the rain does not need
to worry as the amount of water on that stays on him is not that
much (furthermore, unlike going into the river where he desired
the water on his body, the rain is not a problem as he has no
intent to have the water upon himself).
The xagn says that if a person got cement or clay upon his foot,
he may not rub it off on the ground as it appears he is levelling

the ground, but he may rub it against the wall, though there are
those who even forbid wiping the foot on the wall as it appears
he is adding to the wall which would be dpea. The `''nx writes
that it is permissible to wipe one’s foot both on the wall or the
ground, though the dxexa dpyn notes he must be careful not to
wipe his foot on the ground in a place where there is a small
indentation or pit on the ground.
A person should not sit next to a igl or dxew which are at the
entrance of a iean, while holding something, as he might drop
the object and come to pick it up in miaxd zeyx as there is no
reminder he is next to the igl or dxew. However, if he is sitting at
the entrance to a courtyard with a gqtd zxev (a doorway type
opening) as the gqtd zxev serves as a reminder.
One may not roll a heavy barrel on the ground as it will
inevitably level out the ground.
A wet cloth may not be placed into the opening of a barrel as the
liquid will inevitably be squeezed out of the cloth.
One may rub clay off his clothing by rubbing from the inside of
the clothing as it is does not appear that he is necessarily
laundering his garment. This is only if the clay is wet, but if it is
dry, it is forbidden even from the inside of the garment as he
will end up grinding off the clay which is ogeh (similarly one is
not allowed to rub mud off his shoes if the mud has dried and
will crumble off as this is ogeh).
One may not smooth the leather of a shoe on zay, as a thin layer

of leather inevitably comes off.
One may not apply oil to his feet if they are inside the shoe
(sandals obviously), however, he may apply oil to his feet and
then put shoes on. Similarly, he may anoint his body with oil
and then lie atop leather, provided his intent is not to oil the
leather.
A person should not go out on zay wearing a shoe size that is
several sizes larger than his size (for example, a small child
wearing an adult shoe) as he might come to carry the shoe.
A woman should not go out in a torn shoe (men are allowed to),
as women are generally more particular and she might come to
feel embarrassed about the tear, and remove the shoe and carry it
home.
A shoe used for dvilg should be a right footed shoe that fits and
not a torn shoe.
A woman should not wear a shoe for the first time on zay as
perhaps it does not fit her well, and she will not want to be seen
wearing the shoe, and will come to carry it.
A shoe that is still on a holder (not a shoehorn, but a holder
which is used to craft the shoe) may be removed as the shoe is
finished and ready to be worn, thus it may be removed from the
holder, even though the holder is a xeqi`l ezk`lny ilk
(furthermore, the shoe is d`neh lawn while still attached as it is
ready to be worn).

End of oilez wxt
If a child, who is holding a stone in his hands, longs for his
father to pick him up, the father may do so, because although the
stone is dvwen, since he is carrying it in an indirect way, and
because of the childs xrv, it is permitted.
One who carries out a child into miaxd zeyx and the child is
carrying a pouch around its neck, he is aiig because the pouch is
not lth to the child (he is not aiig for carrying out the
child--assuming the child can walk--because of the rule `yep ig
envr z`, a living thing caries itself, although it is forbidden to do
so). If he carried an adult he would be xeht as the pouch is
secondary to an adult.

